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Co-op connects continents
Program appeals to PRTM; opportunities in other departments to come.
JACOB WEBB
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A new partnership between Clemson University and Narok University
of Kenya seeks to create opportunities for students and faculty of both
schools despite the distance between them.
The idea for the partnership began when student James Nampushi
and Dr. Ken Backman were discussing how to create more opportunities
for Kenyan students in the parks, recreation and tourism management
(PRTM) department. Soon they realized opportunities were possible for
the students in other departments as well.
Backman then began a correspondence with Dr. Simon Semo, Dean
of Natural Resources at Narok University, and arranged a trip for Semo,
University Principal Dr. David Serem and another administrator to come
and visit Clemson.
During the week-long visit to Clemson, both parties signed an MOU
agreement, a "memorandum of understanding," stating the intent of the
partnership between the two schools. Nampushi said the partnership "has
been moving forward since then."
According to Backman, the intent of the partnership is to "create
capacity for both faculty and students from both universities."
The partnership currendy includes two graduate students in the
PRTM department as well as the forestry and natural resources department.
In August, a PRTM faculty member will conduct a graduate class at Narok
University, and both universities are working on the development of a fiveyear research plan for the Mau Forest Complex and Masai Mara Natural
Reserve that will be conducted by faculty from both universities working
cooperatively.
Backman summarized the program by saying that the partnership
will be very beneficial for Clemson University students and faculty and
that it offers "an academic and life-changing opportunity that should not
be missed."

Dr. Ken Backman, left, and James Nampushi hope to create more opportunities for Kenyan students in PRTM.

To cut, or not to cut?
Professor
That is the question fights bullying

Haley proposal would eliminate funding to Arts Council.

Workshops continue through Feb. 8.

TEDDY KULMALA
NEWS EDITOR

SHELBY LIVINGSTON
The S.C. Arts Commission
(S.CA.C.) could take its final bow this
year if the state legislature follows a
suggestion by Governor Nikki Haley.
In her first State of the State address
on Jan. 19, Haley unveiled a startling
plan: "[T]he reality is the role of South
Carolina's government in the year
2011 can no longer be to fund an Arts
Commission that costs us $2.5 million,"
she said.
Ken May, executive director of
the Arts Commission, said the move
was disheartening but not completely
unexpected.
On Wednesday, May and S.C AC.
made their case to a House Ways &
Means subcommittee that deals with
universities, tech systems and cultural
agencies. "This is just the first step; it's
our first opportunity to address the
legislature," he said, adding that the
sub-committee will later present to the
full House Ways & Means committee
and that a decision will not be reached
for weeks.
The Myrtle Beach Sun reported
on Wednesday that members of the
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Haley's proposal has mixed reactions as well as scorn from arts groups.

legislative budget writing panel disagreed
with Haley's suggestion. According to
The Sun, Rep. Chip Limehouse of
Charleston pointed out the state would
save only $2 million by cutting the Arts
Commission's funding and that it would
be little progress in relieving the state's
$829 million deficit.
Prior to the presentation, May told
The Tiger they planned to emphasize
the economic contributions of the Arts
Commission. He said they annually
put out $2.2 million in grants and
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documented approximately $91 million
in matching funds raised in communities.
"So, that is a return on the investment of
over 40 to 1, and that's a pretty dam
good return on investment," he said.
May also noted the Commission's
state appropriation of approximately
$2.1 million, saying if it was divided
among the state population, it would
equal about 45 cents per person. "That's
not costing anybody a lot of their tax
see BUDGET page A4
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North Anderson Community
Presbyterian Church is holding a
four-week anti-bullying workshop
led by various speakers of the
Clemson faculty. The workshop
began Jan. 18 with speaker Dr.
Susan P. Limber and will continue
through Feb. 8.
The recent rise in youth suicides
due to bullying, especially among
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender
and questioning (LGBTQ) youth,
spurred the series. Members of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Persons
(NAACP) sought to hold the
workshop as a way to promote
awareness for the old but growing
phenomenon.
The workshop focuses on
methods for preventing and
combating bullying while providing
information on ways to spot both
victims and bullies.
Limber,
a
developmental
psychologist with the Institute on
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Family and Neighborhood Life
at Clemson University, led the
first workshop, "Bullying Among
Children and Youth."
Limber specializes in youth
rights, youth violence and child
maltreatment.
She has appeared on "Today" on
NBC as well as "Your Day" on local
public radio stations.
"Bullying is
a repeated,
aggressive behavior that intends to
cause harm or distress," Limber
said. "Typically there is a power
imbalance — physical, social or
verbal — that differentiates bullying
from a normal conflict among
youth."
Bullying affects not only
children involved but also those in
fear of becoming involved.
A 2003 Harris Poll cited by
Limber ranked fear of bullying
among youth as much more intense
than fear of losing a loved one or
fear of a natural disaster.

see BULLY page A4
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FIRST 10 LEASES SIGNED WILL BE ENTERED
INTO A DRA WING FOR A $500 VISA GIFT CARD!!!

CLEMSON'S PREMIERE WATERFRONT
STUDENT COMMUNITY
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A student community like no other.
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4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Condos
Walk-in Closets
Stainless Steel Appliances
Granite Countertops
High Speed Internet Available
Washer & Dryer in each unit
Lagoon Style Pool & Lazy Lagoon River

Study Area & Game Room
Fitness Center with Tanning Beds
Sand Volleyball Court
Private Shuttle to Campus
Manned & Gated Entrance
7-Acre Green Space
4 Minutes from Clemson's Campus

INDIVIDUAL LEASES-FREE ROOMMA TEMA TCHINGU
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FOR LEASING: 864-654-0379
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Developing our community's potential

FOR SALES: 864-654-2200
www. highpointeofclemson.com
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Someone may be watching you: lurking in the shadows
as you make your way back to Lightsey after a night
downtown, as you meet friends for lunch at Schilletter, as
you wait for the CAT bus in front of Sikes Hall. Unfortunately,
many people have no idea they're being watched until it is
too late, when danger is staring them in the face.
Last May, a Clemson student was on a routine trip to
her storage unit in Seneca when she came face-to-face
with a man with malice on his mind.
Dennis Maurice Temple was accused of kidnapping and
raping the 19-year-old woman in a storage building. The
young victim was dropping off some materials at the site
when she was attacked.
Temple, 37, was living in a unit at the storage facility,
hiding from previous crimes he had committed. It was
reported that Temple started a conversation with the
victim before forcing her into his unit.
After raping the victim, Temple stole her phone and
pocketbook, forced her to tell him the PIN code for her
bank card and got away in the girl's car. Fortunately, the
victim was able to find a phone in the All-Safe Storage unit
and called the police after the terrifying nine-hour ordeal.
When police arrived, Temple's unit was padlocked
shut. Upon busting into the unit, officers found the victim.
At first glance, there were noticeable cloth strips around
her body that she said Temple used to tie her up. After all
she suffered through, the victim was able to recollect the
sequence of events that occurred.
In December, Temple was found guilty of sexual assault,
kidnapping and larceny and was sentenced to 100 years
in prison.
"Persons at a college age are the age group that
experiences the highest rate of stalking," said Martie
Thompson, a research professor specializing in victimization.
"It's the age range, and so it doesn't necessarily exist on
campus."
The Temple rape case serves as a precedent for
similar infractions, such as harassment and stalking, two
vicious crimes often not taken seriously.
Thompson, an expert in the field, offers some factual
knowledge. "People don't take stalking seriously because
they don't take it as violence, but 75 percent of women
have been killed by a partner who had been a stalker prior
to the homicide," she said.
January is National Stalking Awareness Month
(NSAM).
Many students may remember a frightening series of
incidents that occurred around campus last semester in
which a red pickup truck was following students around the
Clemson area. In one case, the mysterious truck followed a
student from Clemson to Seneca, after which CUPD began
getting calls from around campus identifying the same
truck. Clemson University Chief of Police Johnson Link and
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his officers issued an alert the next day, and the episodes
stopped. It is unknown if the driver of the red pickup saw
the reports and fled or ceased their ominous pursuits all
together. While no students were harmed, the incidents
sent a wave of fear across campus.
The pickup truck episode is an example of how to
handle a stalking situation. Not only did students report
it, but they also remained calm and did not confront the
driver. "I think the most important thing for them is to not
engage the person," Thompson said. "Don't interact with
them at all."
After surveying a few students around campus, it
appeared not many students were aware of the significance
of NSAM. Besides the pickup truck incident, this is partly
due to the small number of stalkers who exist and few
repeated stalker incidents that occur in the Clemson
vicinity. But, as evidenced by Temple, it takes only one
predator to inflict physical and psychological torment on an
unsuspecting victim.
Chief Link worked 25 years in the South Carolina
Police Department (SCPD) and is on his fourth year as
Chief of Police at Clemson University. "We don't have
many harassment cases — less than 10 a year, probably,"
he said. "But we've arrested folks on campus. It does
happen."
Link said it is imperative to remember that a stalker's
aim is to leave the victim in fear. Thus, if you leave the
situation as a mere inconvenience and ignore it all together,
more danger may arise.
For example, a stalker may seem low-key because
nothing physical has taken place, when in reality it is a
revolting crime. A stalker may cause you and your family
fear in multiple ways: death, assault, bodily injury, sexual
contact, threat of kidnapping or damage to your property.
"Let somebody know it's happening," Link said. "Let
us know and also roommates, friends and family. We
encourage people to talk to us."
Because in the storage unit case the victim had no
possible way of escaping, she was left with the inevitable.
But having a situational stalker who is not yet in threatening,
physical contact with you should lead you to make the
smart choice and ask for help from an outside source.
If you're unsure if the situation is serious or not, ask a
close friend or relative to help you decide. Or, take a step
back and ask yourself — would you want to help a friend if
this was happening to them? "9-1 -1. Always call 9-1 -1," Link
said. "We may doze, but we don't close."
Stalking cases typically involve the female as the victim,
but it is not unheard of for a male to be victimized.
If it is not you being victimized but you feel another
other person is in danger, don't be afraid to inform the
police; sometimes a person needs to be told they are in
danger to accept it. Don't be shy — be safe.
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Faculty Spotlight:
Kay Cooksey's new food packaging ensures bacteria
won't spoil your next picnic.
TEDDY KULMALA
NEWS EDITOR

Kate Middleton, a 33-year-old resident of Melbourne,
Australia, who was locked out of her Facebook account after
the website suspected her of pretending to be the fiancee of
Britain's Prince William.

Hamid Karzai, president of Afghanistan, on
wanting to eliminate foreign influence from the
electoral process, as he inaugurated the new Afghan
parliament.

Dmitri Medvedev, Russian president, challenging
the country's security services to track down the culprits
behind the Moscow airport bombing that left at least
35 people dead.

Hot dogs, buns, chili, potato salad,
lemonade. What's missing? Well, harmful
bacteria on the surface of those hot dogs,
thanks to Dr. Kay Cooksey, who was
recently recognized for her research in using
antimicrobial agents in food packaging to
eliminate such bacteria.
Cooksey,
the
Sealed Air/Cryovac
endowed chair of packaging science, was
awarded the 2010 Riester-Davis Lifetime
Achievement Award from the Institute of
Food Technologists. She and her team have
been working with natural components
that are added to food packaging material
to eliminate bacteria that can thrive on
the surface of food during or following
preparation.
"[The packaging material] is coated with
a material that, when it dissolves, goes into
the food," she said. "So, instead of adding it
as a direct additive in the food, this would be
an indirect additive."
As an example, Cooksey said that
when food is being processed, it often
goes through a machine such as a slicer,

BULLY from page Al
Unfortunately, technology aids in arming
the modern bully.
An older audience member in the
workshop spoke of the prevalence of "slam
books" while she was in school.
Websites such as Facebook, when used
as a weapon, mimic the way of the slam
book by spreading vicious rumors but with
infinitely more accessibility.
"Cyber-bullying"
involves
sending
messages, distributing or posting altered
photos, impersonation and/or tricking
someone into
revealing embarrassing
information to the online community.
Limber's research reveals that 18 percent of
kids have been bullied in this way at least
once in the past two months.
Lower self-esteem, heightened anxiety

which can accumulate food over time. "That
food eventually becomes a great place for
microorganisms to hang out. So, if you
inoculated that slice of meat every time it
went through that slicer, and you put it in
the package, now that bacteria maybe has an
opportunity to grow," she said.
Such outbreaks happen especially in
foods such as hot dogs and deli meats, but
this new packaging eliminates such bacteria
and is dissolved onto the surface of the food
rather than down into it.
"It's not made to make up for poor
sanitation, like someone being sloppy," she
said. "It's meant to be an extra preventive
measure."
The inspiration for this research came
partly from an incident in the 1980s
involving hot dog preparation. Cooksey
explained that as hot dogs are being made,
they are cured in a casing, and that when the
consumer buys them, the casing has already
been removed. In this case, she said, the decaser that takes the casing off and places the
hot dogs in the package was being dripped
on by a leaky ceiling.
"That was adding water to a place where
bacteria could grow," she said, which caused

and depression, higher rates of illness and
suicides encompass the short-term effects
on victims of bullying, she said. Long-term
effects include lower overall self-esteem and
higher depression rates.
Limber quoted H. L. Mencken when she
said, "For every complex problem, there is an
answer that is clear, simple and wrong."
The solutions for ending bullying among
youth are as complex as the problem itself.
The urgency for a solution, however, is
dire. Audience members pointed out that
most adults and teachers do not understand
how to deal with a bully when one arises.
Limber agreed, adding that schools' "zero
tolerance" methods are a step in the wrong
direction.
To combat bullying in a school
environment, she said, the entire climate
must change.

BUDGET from page Al

On this day in

History
2003 - In his State of the Union address, President
George W. Bush stated that Saddam Hussein had tried
to acquire "significant quantities of uranium from
Africa" (a claim substantiated only by forged documents).
1996 - Super Bowl XXX: The Dallas Cowboys defeat the
Pittsburgh Steelers, 27-17, in Tempe, Ariz.
1988 - Canada's Supreme Court declares an anti-abortion law unconstitutional.
1986 - The space shuttle Challenger explodes 73
seconds after liftoff, killing all seven crew members,
including Ron McNair from Lake City, S.C.
1973 - "Barnaby Jones" debuts on CBS.
1935 - Iceland becomes the first country to introduce
legalized abortion.
1915 -The U.S. Coast Guard is created by an act of
Congress to fight contraband trade and aid distressed
vessels at sea.
1878 - The Yale News is published for the first time. It
was the first daily collegiate newspaper in the United
States.
1547 - England's King Henry VIII dies and is succeeded
by his 9-year-old son, Edward VI.
1521 - The Diet of Worms begins, at which Protestant
reformer Martin Luther is declared an outlaw by the
Roman Catholic Church.

dollars, and yet it's producing a really great
benefit for this state," he said.
Researchers at the University of
South Carolina conducted a study on
the creative economy of the state, May
said. Using data from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and the Census Bureau,
they determined the annual economic
impact of the creative industries in South
Carolina is $9.2 billion per year, and
that they support 78,000 jobs, which
is roughly 3 percent of the total state
economy. "This is not small business,
this is real stuff, and it's worthy of some
attention and some investment on the
state level," May said.
Haley press secretary Rob Godfrey
told The Tiger the decision is one of
necessity. "Gov. Haley made it clear in
her State of the State that there are tough
decisions to make as we work to ease
our budgetary crisis without gutting core
services of government," he said. "While
not everyone will be happy with some
decisions, the reality is state government
can no longer fund an Arts Commission
that costs us $2.05 million a year and
SCETV that costs us $9.5 million."
He continued: "When you release
government from the things it should
not be responsible for, and you allow the
private sector to be more creative and cost
efficient, you do the least amount of harm
and have the best long-term impact."
May said there's no private sector
alternative to the Arts Commission.
"There's nothing comparable that is going
to work to ensure that every citizen gets
to benefit from the arts," he said. "The
premise that really drove the creation

an outbreak that claimed the lives of several
people.
Cooksey believes had this type of
packaging existed then, the outcome would
have been different and those lives would not
have been lost. She added that a Clemson
graduate student of hers later proved this.
Up next for Cooksey and her team is
furthering their research with this impressive
new packaging.
"Now we know this works, but how does
it work?" she said, adding that they'll dive
further into the anti-microbial; for example,
examining the amounts of anti-microbial
the food is exposed to in order to gain Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) approval,
"because you have to prove how much of it
migrates from the package material to get it
approved," she said.
Cooksey said she was surprised and
honored to receive the award, but she
emphasized the help of her team and students.
"A lot of other people who have gotten this
are really well known," she said.
"I want to make sure my grad students
get credit. I feel like that was a big part of
helping me win that award. I wouldn't have
gotten there without these guys."

The school must seek out support for
bullying prevention, coordinate efforts with
the total staff and establish and enforce
school rules and policies aimed at bystanders.
Students not directly involved but aware of
the problem are key to ending the bullying,
she added.
Research shows that the majority of
bystanders sympathize with the bullied and
feel they should help but often don't for
fear of becoming a victim. By changing the
environment, Limber said, bystanders may
have more confidence in coming forward
about the bullying.
The government agency Health Resources
and Services is leading a campaign called
"Stop Bullying Now."
At HRSA.gov, you can find information
on the preventative aspects of bullying and
how you can get involved.

of the Arts Commission and still is at
the core of its value is that every South
Carolinian deserves the opportunity to
benefit from the arts, not just those who
happen to be lucky enough to be wealthy
or those who live in large cities, but
everybody."
If the legislature follows Haley's
suggestion, May said the Commissions
budget will be eliminated entirely, and
they will no longer qualify for federal
funds, "and that basically means we're out
of business," he said.
The Arts Commission is very involved
with the public schools across the state,
May said, calling the partnership "one of
the few bright spots in our educational
system."
Clemson's art and architecture
department had a long-standing
partnership with the Arts Commission
during the 1990s. Today they work with
the Youth Learning Institute to bring
artists to camps for at-risk teens, such as
Camp Long, and a program for teenage
mothers caring for their children while
continuing their education. "Clemson
has typically been a good partner for us,"
he said.
The move has spurred action across
the state and on campus. A petition
created on Facebook has amassed more
than 1,700 signatures.
Dr. MarkSpede, director of university
bands, said he's passionate about the arts
because "it provides students with a level
of learning that goes beyond just math
and science. It's a synthesizer, in a way,"
he said. "That's why band students,
choir students, artists usually score much
better on standardized tests. So, from an
educational standpoint, I think it's a big

mistake."
♦
"From a humanity level," he
continued, "I think the thing that
separates humans from animals is the
ability to appreciate and create art. Its
not just a frivolous sort of extracurricular
activity, it's intrinsic to human life."
Kerrie Seymour, professor of •
performing arts, said cutting funds to the
Arts Commission sends "an unfortunate
message" regarding the importance of arts m
to the state.
Seymour, who is a parent, also noted
the implications for arts in education.
"I have a really creative child, a child *
who learns through doing and learns
creatively," she said.
"I think the more that is taken away,
M
I feel like we're sort of denying those
students their right to learn and their
opportunity to contribute what they have
to contribute. And I feel that way about
my students here, too," she said.
Chris Onken, a senior performing
arts major, said his life is focused around •
the arts and that he is against the cut. "I
don't know how we can say that should be
cut, and that it will be for the betterment
of South Carolina or our education," he
said. "Because at the end of the day, it's
been the best pan of mine, and I hope it
can be the best part of my kids' and the »
best part of their kids' lives."
May urges anyone wishing to help
to contact their elected representatives.
"We elect people to represent us in the
governmental decision-making process.
But how are they going to represent us if
we don't tell them what we want?" he said. •
That's your job as a citizen; I would urge
everybody to play the role you're supposed
.. 50.pjay in a democracy — speak up!"
' 4
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CLASSIFIEDS
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
We are looking for administrative assistants and customer service
representatives to help with several
projects. Candidates must have high
integrity, positive attitude, effective
interpersonal skills and excellent communications skills. Respond to:
robertemployo3@aol.com

We are looking for outstanding candidates with smiling faces to join
our winning team. WE ARE NOW
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
ALL NEW CREW POSITIONS,
AT I. SHIFTS for the new Wendy's nn
campus @ Bryan Mall. Applications
will be taken at the Wendy's on Tiger
Blvd. in Clemson or e-mail resumes to
jobs@fsmc256.com

AT&T Retail Assistant Store Manager,
Part-time Sales Support Representative
needed. We offer excellent career paths,
competitive hourly pay ranging from
$15.18-$ 17.61, excellent benefits, topnotch training and a fun, fast-paced
work environment. For more information regarding job description and/or to
apply, e-mail amo_techinc@live.com

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
SAVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs fun loving
counselors to teach all land, adventure and water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080,
Apply: campcedar.com

200

FOR SALE

Rare one-time offer; 40 commemorative Clemson full Coke bottles
from 1981 national championship. Coke logo and Clemson paw
on front. Clemson logo with paw
on back as well as 1981 schedule.
1982 Orange Bowl win Clemson v.
Nebraska. Call 678-578-4422 11
a.m.-5 p.m.

250 AUTOMOTIVE
BIG V AUTOMOTIVE@
BELLSOUTH.NET, 639-5000,
Complete Automotive Repairs, Foreign,
Domestic, Tires, Brakes, Diagnostics,
Moped Sales and Service.

300

By Phone: (864) 656-2167
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

3 p.m. Tuesday
Payment Methods

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

Cash, Check

(864) 656-2167 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
Studying abroad or co-oping this
fall? Need a place to stay in the
spring? Looking for a subleaser in
Tiger Town Village. Female preferred who doesn't mind a dog.
$320/month plus roughly $60 in
utilities with two amazing roommates. If interested, contact Eden
at edena@clemson.edu.

For rent: HIGHPOINTE
CONDOMINIUMS, 24-hour
security on site, 4BR, 4BA, washer/
dryer, clubhouse. 864-884-3488.
e-mail: akspearman@bellsouth.net.

House in Clemson. 4BR, 2BA.
$1080/month. 653-3512.

400

SERVICES

700 OST & FOUND

PET CARE: Sitting, walking
and bathing starting at $5! Your
place or mine. Contact smoulto@
clemson.edu or 919-522-1125 for
more information.

Camera found in downtown Clemson
Sunday, Nov. 7. Please call Mark at
864-654-6125 and describe camera
and pictures on it to claim.

Dreams, Omens, Insights,
Learn Meanings From Beyond?
Great Rates, SouthernSorcerer.com
(864) 207-0597

Lost male chihuahua brown/orange/
tan. Abernathy Park. Large reward.
864-318-7343

900
550

PERSONALS

EVENTS

Been to the "Zone"? Check out
the ASC Tutor Zones and the free
tutoring schedule at www.clemson.
edu/asc.

Happy belated, Eden. I am glad you
survived Tuesday. I will cross my fingers that you also survive Thursday.
And you're wearing a tiara if my life
depends on ir.

House in Clemson. 3BR, 1BA.
Screened porch. $825/month.
653-3512.
House in Clemson. 2BR, 1BA.
Screened porch. $575/month.
653-3512.

FOR RENT

Country Farm House for rent.
4 BR, 3 BA, 2 fireplaces, mostly
furnished, private area. $1200
monthly, utilities not included.
NO PETS. 864-304-2925

Female subleaser needed for spring
2011 at UV. $410 with furniture,
internet, cable and water.
Contact: ewhyte@clemson.edu

li/omen Uelpina women
EGG DONORS NEEDED
The Reproductive Biology Egg Bank is seeking women between the ages of 21 and 30
who would like to donate their eggs to infertile couples who otherwise could not conceive.
Your donation is completely anonymous and compensation of $6000 - $8000 will be paid
for your valuable time.
The advantages of donating to the RBA Egg Bank include:
• Quicker compensation, as no matching is needed
• Donation done at your convenience; no recipient coordination required
• Increased compensation with additional donations
• Decrease in cost for recipients, allowing more women to utilize this technology who
otherwise could not
For more information about our EGG DONATION PROGRAM call 404-843-0579 or visit our
website at www.rba-online.com.

APPLY NOW!

Mortar Board is one of the
nation's leading honor
societies, founded on the
principles of scholarship,
leadership, and service.
Clemson's chapter of Mortar
Board is now accepting
applications for Spring 2011.
Requirements for
membership include senior
standing (90 hours or more),
a graduation date of
December 2011 or later, and
a GPA of 3.23 or higher.
The application is open until
February 16th on our website:
http://sites.google.com/site/
mortarboardclemson/

New hope. New life.
Reproductive Biology Associates

NEW HOPE. NEW LIFE.

1150 Lake Hearn Drive, Suite 400 • Atlanta, GA 30342
404.257.1900 / 888.722.4483

www.rba-online.com

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
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Fame has long been associated with the American dream.
The image of the "rags to riches" story has permeated
our culture so deeply that celebrities are among the
most well known and admired people in the country. But this
thirst for fame and celebrity culture creates a fickle society
void of role models and low on attention span.
By now you have undoubtedly heard about Ted Williams,
or as he is more commonly known, "the homeless man
with the golden voice." If you have been on the moon and
missed this story, Ted Williams was a homeless man living in Columbus, Ohio, until a reporter from the Columbus
Dispatch decided to make a YouTube video about his experience with Williams.
Williams held a sign that claimed he had a golden voice;
intrigued, the reporter brought a camera and interviewed
him on the side of the highway. As it turns out, Williams
has an unbelievable voice, and the video of him talking to
the reporter became a sensation overnight. Williams once
went to broadcast school to hone his skills, but he turned to
drugs and alcohol. Now we reach the crux of the story: in the
video, Williams claims to have sobered up. With that declaration, America had a feel-good story to run with. Williams
went from begging for money on the streets to making the
talk show rounds and receiving no fewer than 10 job offers
in just days.
Fast-forward a few weeks, and the story isn't quite the
same. Police detained Williams over a domestic abuse incident involving one of his many children. He checked into
rehab for the alcohol and drug problems he claimed to have
overcome. And recently, he checked out of the same rehab
facility despite doctors telling him he should stay. According
to one of his children, Williams drinks no less than a bottle
of Grey Goose vodka a day.
The Ted Williams story, once a story of warm fuzzies,
has turned into the all-too-familiar train wreck we see in
American pop culture.
Watching Williams rise and fall so quickly before our
eyes raises some questions. Is America obsessed with fame?
Are we too quick to crown people with fame when they
haven't proven themselves?
Williams became part of the American cycle of fame so
fast he probably still doesn't even believe it is real. The media
will likely put him down for his drug and alcohol problems,
and the American public will eat up yet another train wreck
story (because there aren't enough Lindsay Lohans in the
world). Once people tire of him, they will move on to the
next popular thing, inevitably starting the cycle again.
What the media won't examine is how tough it is to
overcome addiction, especially when the victim goes from
having nothing to having everything overnight; the temptation to relapse is very strong in this situation. The pressure
put on all famous people in our fame-centered society can
also be intense.
When Williams became famous for his YouTube video,
he was whisked away on a whirlwind media tour. He was
on every show imaginable from "The Today Show" to "Dr.
Phil." All the while, America ate the story up. The intense
pressure of the situation didn't give him time to breathe or to
cope with his problems.
And just a few weeks later, Williams relapsed into the
problems he allegedly had overcome. His 15 minutes of fame
are up, and Americans are already looking for the next story
to latch onto for 10-14 days.
The instant celebrity is a relatively new phenomenon of
the 21st century, catalyzed almost completely by YouTube.
Reality TV also provides a medium for quick fame. But
allowing meteoric rises to fame has its downsides. The Ted
Williams story shows us exactly what is wrong with instant
celebrity: sometimes the instant celebrity isn't who we think
he or she is.
YouTube and reality show celebrities also tend to have
mediocre talent or are famous for no real reason at all. Paris
Hilton is a great example of someone who is famous for
nothing. Sure, her father has a lot of money and owns one
of the most famous hotel chains in the world, but does that
warrant a reality TV show? Do the Kardashians deserve our
attention every time they do something? No.
There is a bigger problem with the culture of instant

Instant fame is going to get you

STEPHANE REY/art director

celebrities in the United States than just annoying celebrities that are famous for nothing: children today are inclined
to see these people as role models. Because they are so
popular, kids look up to these instant celebrities, and this is
a real problem. Strong role models are important to children,
and we are replacing strong role models with Snookis every
day.
That isn't to say that all overnight celebrities are bad
and all celebrities that prove themselves are good. Nothing
is ever that cut and dry. For example, Justin Bieber (as
annoying as he may be to our generation) has shown that a
YouTube celebrity can maintain momentum and become a
mainstay in American pop culture. He has also stayed relatively clean reputation-wise and can be considered a fairly
good role model.
On the other hand, you can have a seemingly great role
model like Tiger Woods and find out that he is nothing like
the man everyone thought he was. Good public relations and
a reclusive lifestyle allowed Woods to keep up the facade of
his life for years, but in the end he wasn't able to hide from
his transgressions.
"Teen Mom" is a reality show on MTV about teen parents. Clearly the people on the show are not intended to be
role models, but in our fame-loving culture, some see them
as such. In fact, several girls wanting to be part of the series
were turned away because it was revealed that they got pregnant just so they could be on the show. Clearly the desire
to be famous trumps common sense for some of America's

Austin Barrett

Brian Hays

Sonja Badu

"His actions are
reflections of his
character; if you
have a talent, it
draws attention,
and I don't think
that's wrong."

"I think that in
order to put a
man like that
into the spotlight,
they should have
rehabilitated him
first so he could
handle the rags-toriches."

youth. More and more kids and teens are choosing poor role
models.
America is also obsessed with train wreck stories. Woods
is a great example of this — millions of people became opinionated about a man they originally had no interest in and
media coverage of his scandal flooded the airwaves.
Whether coverage of train wrecks is just morbid curiosity or a way for the American public to feel better about
themselves is not clear.
What is clear is that these stories are likely not going
anywhere any time soon. Controversy sells, and the media
has figured this concept out. As long as we allow meteoric
rises to fame, train wrecks will likely still occur at a high
rate.
Instant fame culture and obsession with train wrecks
may seem trivial in comparison to many serious issues, but
it shows a trend that now seems to be a cultural norm. With
this cultural norm comes the lack of quality role models for
our children and the media frenzy over train wreck stories
and overnight fame stories.
Rather than championing Snooki, Paris Hilton and Kim
Kardashian, the American people should look up to those
that actually contribute to society.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board. In representing
the majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual view of
any particular member.
Joshua Furtick

Lauren Turner
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Do you think our society is too
quick to put people in the
spotlight? Why?

"Yeah, there
is some
sensationalism
that gets people
to tune in. Makes
you question what
"news" really is."

"I think so. The
incident with
balloon boy ended
with those involved
looking stupid."

"Yes, in that good
people are not put
in the spotlight."
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I don't wanna grow up
NICK ROTH

»

Columnist

It was about 2 o'clock in the afternoon... nap
time. Word of advice: don't ever say those
words around a child. Ever. Spell it out,
use pig Latin, signal in obscure sign language,
because the ensuing reaction to those words is a
storm of tears, negotiations and aneurisms.
I tried to rationalize with her. Mistake. A kid's
logic is impenetrable. But I tried to explain to this
little girl how much she would value naps later
in life, that if I could go back and tell myself one
thing as a child, other than don't give your heart to
the Cowboys because they will rip it coldly from
your chest and leave you alone and miserable, it
would be to cherish those naps.
I take a nap every day. What I would give to
go back and take all of those naps I avoided as a
kid because I wanted to keep playing with Lincoln
Logs. Did anyone else ever associate those with
Abraham Lincoln?
But that's when it hit me. This little girl, my
violent adversary, was right. Her world was so
exciting, so fun, so engaging that she couldn't
possibly fathom going to sleep. The Evil Dr.
Porkchop and Buzz Lightyear needed her help
Bozo the Clown needed a severe beat down. The
adventures awaiting her were so fantastical and
intriguing that to forgo them for sleep would be

a crime against humanity. Yet for me, a nap is a
reprieve from the exhaustion of all the things I
have to do: classes, homework, practice, watch my
many TV shows. When did adult reality become
so tiring? Have I run out of adventures?
And that got me thinking about all of the other
things kids see that 1 don't anymore.
Snow days were the most amazing thing that
could ever happen. We would sled for hours and
throw snowballs at everything. Parents would
say don't aim at the face, but you always aimed
for the face. I made some of the crappiest snowmen this world has ever seen. When the weather
report would come on, I would pray to the gods of
weather that it would stick. It was physically painful anticipation. Yet over this break, I watched the
news and prayed that the roads would be okay so
I could get where I was going.
Even sick days were great. Sure, you felt like
crap, but your mom would make you soup and
watch TV with you all day long. You didn't have
to worry about make-up work and all that crap.
Getting sick now is a weeklong affair of going
to the doctor and e-mailing merciless professors
while riding the wave of decongestants and antibiotics. Which leads me to Candyland.
The little girl I babysat loves the game
Candyland and routinely asked for me to play with
her. If you've never played Candyland, you may
not know or remember what a stupid game it is.
It's a nightmare of confectionary horror for which
words will never do justice. There is literally, and
I'm using "literally" correctly, no skill involved
whatsoever in the game of Candyland. There is a

TIGER #£#
RANT
I hate waking up in my best friend's
ex-boyfriend's clothing.
I hate when classes require me to go to the career
fair when I'm going to grad school anyway.
I need to stop biting people. And blacking out. At
least not at the same time.
Teeth are never acceptable. Ever.
I hate that my roommate can sleep all the time
and I can't.
I hate that my BlackBerry is such a piece of crap.
I hate getting texts from people I don't know.
I wish engineers knew how to spell.
I wish my ex-boyfriend's roommates would stop
hooking up with my roommates.
People who write standardized tests are assholes.
I hate it when people pet my fish. Poor Reynolds.

Want to rant? Send
your rants to
letters@
thetigernews.com.
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ribbon of colorful tiles on the board that indicates
your progress towards the castle at the end. The
first person to the castle wins. You draw cards that
have colors on them and move your piece accordingly. There are no questions to be answered, no
dice to be rolled... just draw the card, move your
piece. It's like, beyond stupid to subject oneself to
this. Playing Candyland as an adult is like listening to Sarah Palin speak.
But this girl LOVES it. She loved the ice
cream forests and chocolate river or whatever the
hell else there was. She would giggle at every
jellybean and gumdrop. For her, the game did
not matter — it was the world that she created in
her mind, the idea that yeah, maybe there could
be cotton candy clouds. It wasn't about winning
the game for her; she got excited when she had to
go backwards to the ice cream cone or chocolate
truffle.
People say it over and over in different ways.
"It's the climb" comes to mind. But kids really do
see things in simpler, more exciting ways. They
are innocent and the world hasn't had a chance to
change them.
As I watched her brother run around with
a toy hammer and hit everything in the house,
including pets and mirrors, pause mid-gallop, take
a second to poop in his diaper and continue running, I thought to myself... that's the life. In the
words of Billy Madison, "stay here for as long as
you can."
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An uneducated
policy shift
KARL LYKKEN

Columnist

More is not always better.
More patties on your burger won't help your waistline, more beer won't help you drive
home, and surprising as it seems,
more hours of homework won't help
your third grader develop into a successful adult.
Sadly, the American educational
system has begun assigning children progressively more work in an
effort to prepare them to succeed
in college and beyond and to boost
America's standing on the global
stage. This may appear to be a sensible policy, as extra schoolwork
provides children with an opportunity to learn additional material and
develop a strong work ethic. Yet, the
Chinese educational system, which
has traditionally heaped immense
workloads upon students, has started
trending towards assigning students
less work.
Why would China adopt a policy
opposite of the U.S. when America's
policy seems so logical? The answer
is the Chinese now realize doing
more schoolwork means children
have less of the free time they need
to properly develop. Students emerging from Chinese secondary schools
consistently achieve high test scores
and possess great knowledge of academic subjects yet prove deficient in
their ability to innovate. According to
a report by Kenneth Ginsburg, M.D.,
M.S.Ed., for the American Academy
of Pediatrics, the play allowed by
free time significantly contributes to
the creativity and mental and emotional health of children.
Children who are denied time
to play will likely grow up lacking
creative, independent thinking skills
and the emotional stabUity needed to
be truly successful in college or the
working world. American college
health and counseling services are
also starting to recognize the costs
of sacrificing free time for schoolwork as record numbers of incoming
college students seek treatment for
depression and anxiety issues due to
insufficient emotional development.

With warning signs already present, the U.S. should reverse its educational trends now before too much
damage is done. The American educational system formerly provided
the mix of schoolwork and free time
needed to produce clever, resourceful
students with the emotional stability
and curiosity needed to lead productive lives, and those students went on
to make America great. We should
go back to the system that works,
not adopt a system the Chinese have
aleady proved does not. Burned-out
students who lack the energy and
initiative to do more than what is
directly demanded of them will not
lead us to a bright future.
But what can you do about this?
You can remember the importance
of free time and the great cost of
increasing student workloads. You
can consider these factors as you
examine the educational policies
of political candidates. You can, if
and when any children you have
enter school, join the school's Parent
Teacher Association and lobby for
keeping schoolwork amounts reasonable.
Most importantly, you can adjust
your parenting style to account for
the undue pressures and time drains
imposed on your children by the
educational system. Do not follow
the path of Amy Chua, the Yale
law professor who recently gained
notoriety as the "Tiger Mother" after
disclosing the intense and relentless
pressure she placed on her daughters
to excel, the same type of pressure
she admits drained her of natural
curiosity and skepticism and led her
to passively memorize her lessons.
Accept that your children will not
be perfect or always be at the top of
their class, and realize that pushing
them too hard will only cripple their
ability to truly succeed.
Nations prosper not when their
citizenry mindlessly work their lives
away but when their creative inhabitants pursue their individual interests.
Let your children grow up into the
kind of well-developed, inventive
adults who can help our society
flourish.

KARL LYKKEN is a freshman majoring
in mathematical sciences. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews£om.
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World Cup woes
MIKE STEPHENS

Columnist

This past December, the
United States lost its bid to
host the 2022 World Cup in
a surprising upset. The U.S. decided to withdraw itself from the 2018
bidding process to focus on 2022
this past October, leaving Russia
and England to duel it out.
When the announcement for
the 2022 World Cup host was
made, Americans everywhere
were left in shock because of the
loss to Qatar, a country famous
for, well, not being very famous.
Yes, Qatar, a country smaller than
Connecticut with a population the
size of Vermont, edged out the
United States.
If you're asking how Qatar, a
country that seems barely suitable
to host a chess tournament, could
beat out the United States to host
the largest sporting event in the
world, you aren't alone. However,
FIFA President Sepp Blatter has
been openly supporting the Qatari
bid since April of last year, excited
about the prospect of bringing the
World Cup to the Middle East for
the first time in history.
While this all sounds lovely,
Qatar may run into a few problems
when 2022 rolls around. Qatar
currently has three stadiums with
a combined maximum capacity of
92,000, the average temperature
in the summer is over 115 degrees
Fahrenheit, there is one airport
open to the public, and there are

a whopping 30,000 hotel rooms
currently in the country. Don't
worry, though — Qatar has sorted
all this out.
The highlight of their bid is the
addition of nine high-tech, carbonneutral stadiums in cities such as
Ash Shamal, a municipality in
North Qatar with a population of
3,000.
If you're worried about the
heat, don't be. The new stadiums
in Qatar will be "outdoor, airconditioned stadiums" that will
"harness the power of the sun's
rays to provide a cool environment for players and fans." FIFA's
doctors say that "total acclimation
to the Qatari heat is impossible,"
meaning they must be forgetting
that exposure to the sun's rays will
cool you down rather than causing
you to suffer from heat stroke.
If the voodoo air-conditioning
system fails, don't be alarmed;
you will still be able to throw
back an ice-cold beer in a country
that doesn't allow alcohol sales
— once you have obtained the
required permits in order to do so
and stand in the alcohol-consuming fan zones, of course.
If you're concerned one airport
won't be enough to accommodate
the large amount of fans coming
into the country, they're going to
build another. If you're worried
two airports won't be enough, start
swimming, because two airports
is it.
To accommodate these fans,
Qatar will triple their number of
hotel rooms to 90,000. This year's
World Cup boasted an attendance
of over 3 million fans. As a political science major, I am not that
confident in my math skills, so I
asked a third grader if 3 million

people could stay in 90,000 hotel
rooms. He said no.
At this point, hosting the World
Cup in Qatar makes about as much
sense as hosting it on Mercury. It
won't be quite as hot, more people
will go, and you don't have to
swim to get there.

w w // you 're asking
how Qatar, a country that
seems barely suitable to
host a chess tournament,
could beat out the United
States to host the largest
sporting event in the world,
you aren't alone. ^ ^
This decision would make
sense if the United States had
a history of hosting unsuccessful
World Cups, but that isn't the case.
The 1994 World Cup in America
broke records for highest attendance and overall revenues, and
this was when they played 12
fewer games.
On top of this, the United
States brought out all the stops
for their bid presentation. With
speakers such as Landon Donovan,
Bill Clinton and Morgan Freeman,
how did it fail? Morgan Freeman
has proven the ability to be God
twice, and have you ever heard his
voice?
This star-studded lineup was
in stark contrast to the Qatari
presenters, who focused mainly
on emotional appeals under the
direction of their special advisor,
Zinedihe Zidane.
Hiring Zidane, the famous
Frenchman who was sent off in the
2006 World Cup final for head-

butting an opponent in the chest, to
promote the World Cup bid is like
hiring Ron Artest to advise on how
not to enter the stands and punch
people in the face.
All of this follows the dismissal of two voting members on
the selection committee for accepting bribes while rumors swirl that
even more money was doled out to
remaining voters from the Qatari
bid team, and it leaves Americans
with a bad taste in their mouths.
A report published by FIFA's
technical staff even concluded
that the United States would have
the highest attendance and be the
most profitable, smashing the 1994
records still held today.
This is a major setback for
soccer in the United States, as
the next real opportunity to host
won't come until after 2030. China
remains the frontrunner in 2026,
and the tournament is sure to return

to European soil in 2030.
The 1994 World Cup was a
launch pad for soccer in the United
States, with more and more kids
beginning to play soccer. Since
then, several TV networks devoted
solely to soccer have been formed,
there is a flourishing professional soccer league, and this year's
World Cup was the most watched
of any prior.
While I wasn't one of those
kids running to the soccer fields
in '94, hoping to one day sprint
across a field kicking a ball only to
fall down when someone breathed
on me too hard, it pains me as
an American to see a sport worth
watching go somewhere else.
Start the countdown for 2034;
it's going to be a long wait.
MIKE STEPHENS is a senior majoring
in political science. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews£om.
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Paws up
Four out of five women and tnree out of five men believe
texting, Facebook and other social networking tools cause
new couples to nave sex faster.
An Arizona restaurant decided to scrap its
plans to add African lion meat to its tacos
after receiving "many threats."
When the tide went down near a condominium in Biscayne Bay near Miami, residents noticed there was a grand piano
on a sandbar 200 yards from the shore.
A statue of an ejaculating Japanese anime character sold
for $15 million in an auction.
A man in California is marketing a line of medical marijuana
soft drinks containing the psychoactive marijuana
ingredient THC.

Paws down
An Argentinean woman survived after jumping from
the 23rd floor of a hotel in downtown
Buenos Aires.
Adolf Hitler's last surviving
bodyguard said that he could no
longer respond to the excessive
fan mail he receives from "around
the world.
A car salesman in Chicago was fired for refusing to
remove a Green Bay Packers tie the day after they
beat the Chicago Bears to advance to the Super Bowl.
A German man was sentenced to six months in jail for
attempting to cash a million-dollar bill at his local bank.
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Way too early NFL Mock Draft
SECTION

NFC and AFC Championships: Packers and Steelers set to dash. Page C6

SPORTS

Tigers seek revenge Red-hot Florida State is coming to town. Page C6

HGBEL
SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S TENNIS

s

TRACK & FIELD
Friday 1/28-29
Penn State National
All Day
State College, Panal

Friday 2/4
Virginia Tech Elite Meet
All Day
Blacksburg, Va.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday 1/29
Florida State @ Noon
Clemson, S.C.
Wednesday 2/2
Virginia @ 9 p.m.
Charlottesville, Va.

LADIES' BASKETBALL
Sunday 1/30
Virginia @ 2 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

""

MEN'S TENNIS
I '22 • Davidson
Tigers 4-3 Wildcats
I/23 • Gardner-Webb
Tigers 7-0 Runnin' Bulldogs

seconds to go to make the score 76-75.
free throws to push Maryland's lead to
three, but instead ot going for the lie on
the ensuing possession, the Tigers went
inside to Devin Booker, who dunked the
ball with 2.1 seconds remaining. Cliff
Tucker hit one of two at die free-throw
line for the final 79-77 margin, and Still's
last-ditch midcourt effort clanged harmlessly off the backboard.
"Well, this was a great college basketball game, and unfortunately ir didn't end
the way we would have liked," Brownell
said in his post-game press conference.
"Our guvs battled again, and our seniors
did great, espec
montez [Stitt].
and most impo
they played smart.
To Maryland's
I think they played

night, fucker, Adrian Bowie and lerrell
Stoglin all put on stellar performances
for Maryland with IS, 13 and 13 points,
respectively.
"The most disappointing thing was
that we couldn't get them controlled defensively," Brownell said. "We needed
more srops on the defensive end of the
courr, but 1 do think the offense played
very well today. We just need to finish,
especially in our ACC matchups."
Sritt posted a team-high 20 points for
the Tigers, while Jerai Grant added 15,
and Andre Young chipped in 14. fhey
played without swingman Tanner Smith,
who sprained his knee in Tuesday night's
loss to North Carolina. Junior forward
Bryan Narcisse replaced Smith in the
starring lineup, but he fouled out alter
scoring just four points in his ihird career

MEN'S BASKETBALL
I 22 • Maryland
Tigers 77-79 Terrapins
I 25 • North Carolina State
Tigers 60-50 Wolfpack

LADIES' BASKETBALL
1/23 • Wake Forest
~_-_3 Deacons
I 2b • Duke
Tigers 37-92 Blue Devils

Maryland led by as many as eight
points early in the second half, bur
Clemson kepr battling back, setting up
the drama in the final two minutes.
The Terns shot 24 tor 48 hum the
6-for-l I Iron
ream to shoot
ige. I hev are
it least iu percent against

and they were getting in the paint, we
made ii tough for them ai one point, but
they made runs. It's hard ro bear a ream
that makes all of their shots."
Stitt agreed. "You never want to lose
— especially me, I'm a competitor. We
couldn't get over that hump and take the
lead again. It's pretty frustrating when you
feel like as a team you're playing hard but
other teams find ways to score."
Despite the tough loss (the Tigers' second straight following their eight-game
winning streak), Stitt insisted that he and
the rest ot the team were reach' to put Saturday night behind them.
"This is when we haw to pull together
as a leant. We know that we've losi some
close games, but they could ve gone either
way. We just didn't get the luck ot the
draw, but we just have to take this and
build on it. We're close to being a really
good team on the road, but we have to
learn how to finish games. When you
start off good, you have to maintain that
energy and poise, because teams are going
to make runs, especially on their home
courts when the crowd is into it. We just
have to learn to keep pushing .md not let
those guys make that run.
With fanner Smith still out nursing a sprained knee. Brad Brownell and
Clemson desperately needed another
player to step up and till the void. And
prior ro Tuesday night's game against
N.C. State, few probablv would have pre-

I

le junior only scored nine points,
ie was all over the court and seemhad a hand in every big play. His
:s helped spark a massive comeback
see BOUNCE page C5

Clemson Takes a Stab at fencing
SAMANTHA STRAUSS

'24 • Georgia
Tigers 0-7 Bulldogs

45

BRETT MILLS
ecoraed a scnoo
cord 13th-consecutive double-double,
Hying 16 points and II rebounds to
ad the Maryland Terrapins (12-v, 2-3
ACC) to a 79-77 victor)' over Clemson
Saturday night at the Comcast Center.
Despite trailing tor much ot the game.
Brad Brownell's Tigers (13-6, I-.1' ACC.)
nulled within a single point when Dc-

STAFF WRITER

Fencing is often called the game of
"physical chess" because it involves
the mind as much as the body, according to Clemson fencer Candace
Richards. For those who did not
know, Clemson does, in fact, have a
club fencing team. The team practices in Fike Recreational Center Monday through Thursday from 7 p.m. to

9 p.m.
Unlike traditional sports, fencing
does not have certain positions; they
organize the game by weapons because it is an individual sport. They
have three different weapons: foil,
epee and saber. Each weapon has its
own rules, which makes ttoe sport
more complex. Although fencing is
an individual sport, the Clemson
Fencers are still a team in that they
attend tournaments and practice together. Some of the tournaments are
considered "open fencing," where you
play by seed, while others are colle-
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Friday 2/4
Clemson Winter Classic
@TBA
Clemson, S.C.
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Saturday 1/29-30
ITA National Team Indoor
@ 9 a.m. & 2 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

WE'RE ON THE WEB!

Richards has been with the
giate tournaments.
Clemson Fencers for about a year
The sport is also organized by the
and a half now and absolutely
ratings of the fencer, with the lowest
loves it. Coming into Clemson,
rating being unrated, the highest beRichards thought fencing would
ing A, and the middle ratings being
be a great way to stay in shape and
B through E. Candace Richards has
meet new people. Her favorite
only fenced for a year and a half and
aspects of the sport and team are
earned her E rating last December
how instantly important she felt
during the Junior Olympic qualifiers,
as an individual and how fun yet
so that goes to show the kind of skill
challenging the sport is.
Clemson has on its fencing team. In
"Fencing has a lot in common
order for the team to be considered a
with martial arts," says Richards.
full squad, there must be three males
"It has also made me more of a
and three females in each of the three
confident and assertive person. It
weapon categories.
has taught me how to push myself
Practice consists of warm-ups and
both mentally and "physically to
conditioning for the first 30-45 minbecome more disciplined."
utes. The Clemson Fencers often play
Clemson is the only school
a game called "murder ball," which is
that has managed to be traditiona mix between dodge ball and tag to
ally ranked in the top 10 at Club
get the blood pumping and reflexes
Championships without a profesflexing. The remainder of practice is
sional coach on staff. They take a
broken into the three weapons led
by three volunteer coaches specific to ' lot of pride in the fact that they
are solely student run. They eneach weapon. Practices and matches
are held on a 14-meter electric mat
courage all to come out and be a

The student basketball ticket distribution system is changing constantly. I've been at Clemson for
three years, and each year has seen
a new system implemented. At the
beginning of my freshman year
(2008-2009), the system was simple
and efficient: first come, first serve.
There were two lines: one for IPTAY
members and one for non-IPTAY
members. A large amount of tickets
was allotted for each line. The firstcome, first-serve system rewarded
the people in the front of the line
with better seats than the people
that were in the back of the line. If
you arrived early and stood outside
in the cold, you earned the right to
sit on the floor. If you arrived just
before the gates opened, you probably sat in the upper bowl. Not exactly rocket science. Simple, fair and
easy to understand.
Under the new system, students
register online in order to get a
ticket to the next basketball game.
Students must register for each
game individually. The registration
window for each game is open for a
48-hour period about a week before
the game. If more than 2000 students register for any one game, the
2000 people with the most "loyalty
points" are given tickets to the game.
Students earn loyalty points by going to games. They also receive bonus points based on class and IPTAY
affiliation.
The new system is frustrating to
deal with for two reasons. First, the
system doesn't accomplish what it set
out to do. It was created to streamline the ticket distribution process,
but all it has done is wreak havoc.
Secondly, the implementation of the
system has been accompanied by
terrible mismanagement including
a lack of quality communication to
students regarding the system. The
new system has also exposed the disorganization that seems to be rampant throughout IPTAY.
The Dec. 10 e-mail stated that the
new system "will make it easy for
students to obtain a ticket. Also, [itj
will alleviate any concern of not getting a ticket when standing in line
prior to the game." This noble and
lofty goal was not met. The online
ticketing system hasn't made it easy
to obtain tickets nor has it eliminated the problem of standing in
line only to not get a ticket. On the
contrary, it has actually made these
problems worse.
The old ticket distribution system
didn't make it hard for students to
get tickets, and the "concern of not
getting a ticket when standing in
line" was virtually non-existent. For
most games, all you had to do was
show up just before the student gate
opened and you would get a ticket. '
There were only about one or two
games a year for which the student
section was actually sold out. I remember some games last year when
the lower bowl of the student section was not even full, meaning you
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ORANGE AND PURPLE ROUTES
= ORANGE ROUTE
Service to/from P-3/Llttlejohn Coliseum
and Core Campus/Brackett Hall

= PURPLE ROUTE
Service to/from C-2/R-3 Parking
and Core Campui/Brackett Hall

- BUS STOP

THE NEW CAMPUS CAT BUS ROUTES
ORANGE ROUTE: 8-minute service; PURPLE ROUTE: 8-minute service
BLUE ROUTE: 9-minute service; GREEN ROUTE: 27-minute service

^CLEMSON
STUDENT AFFAIRS

TANUARY
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BLUE AND GREEN ROUTES

FALL AND SPRING

SEMESTER SCHEDULE
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

more information: cattalk@clemson.edu or 864-656-5827
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TICKETS from page Cl
could have shown up at halftime and been admitted to the
arena.
The online distribution system does not "make it easy for
students to obtain ticket[s]." It actually makes it harder to get
tickets. Instead of simply showing up for the game, students
are forced to register online. You could argue that it should be
easy to remember to register for the game, but the timing of the
registrations makes it harder to register. Registration for each
game is open for a 48-hour window about a week before the actual game. The window is way too short and occurs days before
the actual event. It's easy for a busy college student to forget
to register for a game when the game isn't even on the horizon
yet and the window of registration is so short. Yes, IPTAY has
sent out reminders for the past couple of games reminding students to register, but with all the spam mail that overflows our
inboxes, it's not at all unreasonable to state that many people
missed the e-mails. Is it really reasonable to expect an extremely
busy college student to register when the registration window is
both too short and occurs too early?
And what about transfer students and students that spent
the last semester studying abroad? These guys got to Clemson
with no clue about what's going on. When I was waiting in
line before the Miami game, a student that had spent the last
semester abroad told one of the IPTAY officials that he hadn't
registered for the Georgia Tech game, seeing as he had just got
back to Clemson. The official shrugged his shoulders and gave
the student a look that conveyed the message, "Yeah, I guess
you're screwed." I asked the official about the plans for the upcoming Georgia Tech game. Hardly anyone had registered, so
I asked the guy if IPTAY was planning on using two lines (one
for registered students and one for non-registered students),
but the man told me that they had not yet decided what to do
even though the game was only three days away; he went back
into Littlejohn, leaving me dumbfounded at the total lack of
organization that I was seeing from the people in charge.
This lack of communication is apparent in the attachment
that was included in the Dec. 10 e-mail, the one with the "basketball registration timeline." The "timeline," which is actually a chart, lists the opening and closing of the registration
window for each game as well as the opening and closing of
the transfer/cancel window (a time when you can cancel your
ticket request or transfer your ticket to the next game). The
opening and closing dates for the transfer/cancel windows include the times of day when the registration opens and closes
(i.e., 10 a.m. or 11:59 p.m.). However, for some inexplicable
reason, the opening and closing dates for the actual registration windows do not include times of day. The chart states that
the registration for the Boston College game opens Feb. 2 and
closes on Feb. 3. When I first saw this, I was confused about
the closing time. Does a closing time of Feb. 3 mean that the
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window closes at 11:59 p.m. Feb. 2 or 11:59 p.m. Feb. 3? The
chart does not answer this question. I was able to find out after
registering for previous games that the registration period is 48
hours long, meaning that the registration window for the Boston College game will close at 11:59 p.m. on Feb. 3.
And just to confuse people further, the "timeline" lists the
tip-off time for the games but for some reason doesn't list the
actual dates of the games. Why tell us that the Boston College
game tips off at 9 p.m. if you don't tell us the actual date that
the game will be played on? Why give a time without a date?
IPTAY recently decided that they wanted to open the doors
to the student gate 30 minutes earlier than usual. Why did they
do this? No one knows for sure, because the e-mail didn't list
any reasons for the change. It simply stated that the change was
occurring and told the students to deal with it. Maybe the reason is because all IPTAY really wants to do is frustrate students.
Maybe they know that many students don't get out of class
until late in the afternoon and that opening the gates thirty
minutes earlier eliminates any chances that these students have
at getting good seats. Maybe they wanted to ensure that the
N.C. State game, which officially distributed all 2000 student
tickets via the online distribution system, would see hundreds
of empty seats in the student section?
Or maybe the people making these decisions are just ignorant of the far-reaching effects that their decisions create.
Maybe they don't realize that their actions are alienating fans
and flat-out discouraging people from attending games. Maybe
they don't realize that it's now almost impossible to go to a
game with your friends.
In the past you could simply give your friend a call and ask
them if they wanted to go to the game. But with the current
system, if your friends didn't register for the game, they can't
go to the game with you. Being able to go to the game with
friends — a pretty simple concept, really. The ability to go to
the game with friends and enjoy the electric atmosphere of a
packed Littlejohn is something that is sadly missing because of
the current distribution system.
Attending a Clemson basketball game should be an escape
from the daily grind of tests, essays and more tests. A Clemson
game should see the team feed off an electric student body. The
ticket distribution system has the opportunity to help cultivate
this electric environment or provide negative distractions for
its fan base. Unfortunately, the current system does the latter.
In all likelihood, the current disaster was created because too
many people were trying to help. I can only imagine how many
"voices" are trying to be heard through student government
and IPTAY. It's only natural for people to seek out the best
solution. But when the solution is a nonsensical policy and perpetual change, the system is in shambles. We once had a system
that rewarded people that put in the extra time of standing in
line but also didn't punish those that were merely content with
arriving late. We once had a system where everyone knew what

to expect and w allowed to support their team at the level of
their choosing. But we now have a system that is inherently
unfair and constantly changing.
All Clemson students that want to go to a basketball game
should be given a fair chance to do so. When I use the word
"fair," I'm talking about equal opportunity. The system that
was used at the beginning of my freshman year was fair because it gave all students an equal chance at getting tickets to
the games. You could argue that some students weren't given
a chance to wait in line because of classes that got out late in
the afternoon that prevented them from getting to Littlejohn
in time. But this argument fails to take into account the group
system that was used: all students were allowed to organize
themselves into groups of up to 10 people. If you didn't get
out of class until later in the afternoon, you still had a shot at
getting good seats as long as one of your friends waited in line
for you. Letting students organize themselves into groups of 10
people meant that every student on campus, no matter what
their schedule, would have an opportunity to wait in line for
great seats.
The current system doesn't give students a fair chance at obtaining tickets. The ticket distribution system needs to revert
back to the way it used to be. The student gate should open
exactly an hour before tip-off. Tickets should be awarded on a
first-come, first-serve basis, meaning that the better your spot
in line, the better your seat in the game. Students should be
allowed to organize themselves into groups of 10. Students
should be allowed to camp out starting 24 hours before tip-off.
The current distribution system sucks. It utilizes registration
windows that are too short, it makes going to the game with
friends a logistical impossibility, and it alienates fans and discourages people from attending games. It should be abandoned
in favor of a simpler, fairer system.

Many students are frustrated with the constant changes in policy
when it comes to getting tickets to games at Littlejohn.

Check out the exciting changes
we've made on campus thanks to
your feedback!

efc»*

Harcombe Dining Hall is
NOW open SundayThursday until 9pm!
Don't forget to stop by
Schilletter for late
night dining MondayThursday until 9:30pm!

CLEMSON
DINING "SERVICES'

INSIDE: See what's coming up in the art world, D3
Lifekraze,
D5

TIMEQUT

UOLLY QARPENTER

January can be a stressful time for
everyone. A new year means new
resolutions to break; a new semester
means figuring out a new class
schedule, or for myself, finding new
buildings on campus I didn't know existed (I
thought I was a senior for a reason). And with
our recent weather situation, ice can mean
a new way to bust it and embarrass yourself
downtown.
But if you are anything like me, you
can find comfort in one thing: the stars
of Hollywood are WAY more stressed out
than we are. Their stress doesn't come from
attempting to understand a foreign professor
or the debate between the Twinkie and the
treadmill. No, their stress is fueled by the
overwhelming urge to grasp hold of a little
gold naked man. That's right — Hollywood
Awards Season is upon us.
Last week marked the kick-off of awards
season with the Critics' Choice Awards on Jan.
14 followed by the Golden Globes on Sunday.
Both nights were filled with fashion, glitz and
Ryan Seacrest. Both nights were succeeded
by Joan Rivers ripping apart the gowns on
Fashion Police. Both nights awarded the same
films and actors. Yep — Best Picture ("The

Social Network"), Actor (Colin Firth, "The
King's Speech"), Actress (Natalie Portman,
"Black Swan"), Director (David Fincher,
"The Social Network"), Supporting Actor
(Christian Bale, "The Fighter), Supporting
Actress (Melissa Leo, "The Fighter") and
Animated Film ("Toy Story 3") all were
double-crowned that weekend.
Which leads us to ask — is this the slate
for the Screen Actors Guild awards as well?
Are there going to be no surprises, upsets or
underdogs at the Oscars? Stay tuned, as I will
be covering all Hollywood has to offer this
awards show season.
But let's dig into those results, followed
by, more importantly, the fashion. Let me go
on record saying, I am a Disney cast member,
so obviously the success of "Toy Story 3" is
the most exciting to me (I must have told
my friends a hundred times that it was the
highest-grossing film of 2010). However,
for most people the race for Best Picture is
the highlight of their awards show viewing. I
must say, I was thrilled by the results we have
seen so far. "The Social Network," despite
being up against big dogs "Black Swan,"
"The Fighter" and "The King's Speech," took
home the highest honor both nights. I mean
think about it, a movie about Facebook beat
out a psychological thriller about a demented
ballerina, an underdog story about a washedup boxer and a historical drama about British
royalty. That would not have a happened a
few years ago.
To me, this says a lot about our generation's
influence on society and the power of social
media. If you haven't done so already, go rent
"The Social Network." Seriously, you don't
deserve a Facebook if you haven't seen it,
and let's be honest: we all have a Facebook.
Will a movie about everyone's favorite
procrastination/stalking tool have the chops

to bring home an Oscar, too? Let's hope so.
And now, the real reason we all watch the
Red Carpet — the clothing. This year
(particularly the Globes) brought out the
studs, duds and the did-you-get-dressedby-a-bl ind-styl is t-in-an-unl it-closet?
Since we all know which group is the
most fun to talk about, I'm going
to graze through the best-dressed
list. No surprise here, but the
winners were Angelina Jolie and
Anne Hathaway. Both ladies
looked effortlessly stunning as
they strolled the Carpet, and
even Joan had nothing mean to
say. That's probably a good thing,
because Joan had a lot to say about
some of the other outfits.
Who was worst? That is quite a
tricky question. In my opinion, worstdressed either goes to Scarlett Johansson's
hair, Julianne Moore's curtain that she wore
as a dress or Michelle Williams' daisypatterned disaster that she clearly
A
borrowed from a schoolteacher.
All these ladies should fire their
stylists and try a lot harder next
time.
Also, best effort goes to Natalie
Portman for her attempt to make
pregnancy look chic. Pregnancy is hard,
and from what I hear, you don't
want to be wearing black tie attire.
But Natalie's dress looked like a
Valentine's Day card threw up on
it. Perhaps between an awardwinning performance, getting
engaged and preparing for a
child, she forgot to check with a
stylist. Let's just hope she goes in
a different direction as she claims
her first Academy Award.
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Aries
March 21 - April 20
^ Invest in a coloring book.

Taurus
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April 21 -May 20

Contemporary Conversations II: Highlights from
the South Carolina Arts Commission Collections
Lee Gallery
Brooks Center for Performing Arts
Arts Center, Butler Street
January 10 - February 16
The Lee Gallery, the Brooks
Center for the Performing Arts
and the Art Center have joined
forces to exhibit an impressive
collection of artwork from the
State Art Collection, a program of the South
Carolina Arts Commission.
Shown at three locations and representing
contemporary South Carolina artists, this
collection of work is bound to spark interest
and contemplation in any viewer.
The exhibit, curated by Eleanor Heartney,
will be available for viewing through
Wednesday, Feb. 16.
This exhibit features famous South
Carolina artists such as Aldwyth, Carl Blair
and William Halsey. Familiar names of
Clemson Master of Fine Arts alumni as well
as current professors of art are also included

throughout the exhibit. Syd Cross and Dave
Detrich, both well-established artists and
professors at Clemson, showcase their talents
with printmaking and sculpture.
The variety of art mediums and styles
throughout the exhibit makes for an exciting
experience. One does not know what to
expect as one journeys through the immense
collection of artwork.
The State Art Collection is not only
impressive on a national level but serves to
acknowledge the talent and cultural vitality
of South Carolina and its artists. To have a
portion of the work shown at Clemson and
the Art Center is an amazing opportunity
for students to learn about some of South
Carolina's history in making contemporary
art.
The exhibit is located on campus at

Center for
Visual Arts
BFA Juried Art
Exhibit
MFA Gallery, Lee Hall
January 19 - February 9
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
The Center for the Visual Arts BFA
Juried Art Exhibit showcases the
talented work of Clemson Visual
Arts students. On view until Feb.
9 from 9 a.m. — 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, the exhibit presents various
mediums, including sculpture, photography,
painting, drawing, ceramics and printmaking.
The amount of creativity and time put into
these works is inspiring, such as the beauty
in photos of moldy fruit or a dress made of
baby doll and Barbie appendages. Awards and
honors will be given to exceptional works.

the Lee Gallery and the Brooks Center for
Performing Arts and off-campus at the Arts
Center, located at 212 Butler Street behind
Monterrey's.
Make some time in your schedule to
admire this amazing and historic collection
of art before Feb. 16. With 58 pieces of art
to view, one is sure to be inspired in one way
or another.
Also, be sure to stop by visiting curator
Eleanor Heartney's lecture, "Art Today:
Tales of Plastic Surgery, Genetically Altered
Rabbits & Other Acts of Art" on Thursday,
Feb. 3 at 5 p.m. in Room 111 Lee Hall as she
discusses pluralism in contemporary art.
Heartney is a contributing editor to
such publications as "Art in America" and
"Artpress," two very influential periodicals of
the art world.

Unexpected treasures lie waiting
p at local thrift stores. Explore this
weekend!

Gemini
May21 -June 21
w

As college students, we are
constantly
searching
for
avenues to express ourselves.
Perhaps without thinking or
deep
consideration,
we
achieve this by simply changing a profile
picture on Facebook or posting a status
update. Such simple acts can say a lot
about a person.
Similarly, a candid photo captures
an honest moment of self-expression the
subject unknowingly exudes.
Pradip Malde, a photographic artist,
is interested in capturing these moments
by challenging the viewer with the gaze of
his subjects and exploring the relationship

between absence and presence.
Malde
will
discuss
conceptual
framework as it applies to creative work
and "self-expression" in an artist lecture
on Monday, Jan. 31 at 5 p.m. in Room
111 Lee Hall.
Malde's work creates an interesting
dialogue between the viewer and the
subjects in his photographs.
The searching gaze of the subject
is made timeless through the photo,
allowing the subject to be both present
and absent, much like the viewer.
Malde graduated from the Glasgow
School of Art and now teaches in Scotland
and Sewanee, Tenn.

Pop quizzes are in your future. Stay
on top of your reading.

Cancer
June 22-July 22
Make an extra effort to be genuine
^ this week. If friends ask hard
questions, give honest answers.

Leo
July 23 - Aug. 23
Buy lunch for a new friend today,
k You could use that little bit of good
karma to balance out your weekend
plans.

Virgo
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

Effacement: Some Thoughts
on Inquiry and Expression
Lee Hall, Room 111
Visiting Artist Lecture
Featuring Pradip Malde
January 31, 5 p.m.

u

P.

Call home to check in this week.
Don't forget!

Libra
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23
Start tecording your dreams to
k gain greatet insight. You might just
be surprised by how weird your
subconscious can be.

Scorpio
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21
Don't be afraid to ask for a favor
this week.

Sagittarius
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

►

It

Feeling in over your head this early
in the semester? Take a break and
re-examine your schedule. Don't
be afraid to cut back on certain
obligations.

Capricorn
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Time to Tan!

Complicated issues involving both
your personal and professional life
arise. Try to remain "all business"
this week.

Aquarius
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

Located in
Clemson Centre
Next to Moe's

bwuitter^-

Pisces
Feb. 20 - March 20

www.ultratantoday.co

E

This week you'll find yourself
daydreaming about that certain
someone. Keep this crush at a
fantasy level to avoid learning the
hard way.

m

An old friend is going through a
^ hard time. Don't be afraid to give
them a call this week.
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1.
5.
9.
14.
15.
16.
17.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
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8

1. In what year was the Berlin Wall erected?

2. Which Spanish wine's name means 'bleeding'?
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22

1

Greek alphabet
2. Sign of spring
8
9
10
11
12
13
e
7
3. Molten material
4.
Put out, in the old days
16
5. Likely to change
19
6. Sharp
7. In a bad way
1
8. Name
9. Business matters
10 "Fighting" Big Ten team
26
27
■ 25
11. Before long
12. Knowledge
■
33
■ 31
13. Baseball stat
■
18. Genuinely
21.
Highway stop
■
23. A trainee in a profession
H
25. Boat spines
26. Zilch
■
45
46
47
27. Building wings
■
28. Excavate
29. Colored part of the eye
52
30. Madcap
31. Twist into ridges
54
33. Affirmative vote
"
57
35. Dined at home
"
36. Annoy
25. Lake in central Scodand 44. News
38. Eager
48.
Prehistoric
chisellike
tool
28. Giddy
39. Bird that gets you down
50. Gondolier, probably
41. Coarse sieve
31. Gives up
51. Less common
32. According to
42. Solitary
52. Fashionable district in
44. Tending to a definite
34. Dies
London
35. Staggering
end
36. Without much effort
53. Donkeys
45. Growing in snow
54. Indigo
37. Martini liquor
46. Profits
55. Liquid container
38. Inclined
47. Reptile
56. Had in mind
48. Common
39. Clear the board
57. Freshwater fish
40. Methods
49. Bear in the sky
42. Highly respectful way of 58. Additional
50.
cava
Down
addressing a man
51. Male sheep
1. Fourth letter of the
43. Small piece of wood
52. Foul
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Matron
Put down
Bridal path
PartofQ.E.D.
Legal rights org.
It's ground
Incandescent lamp
Plants
Rashness
Lobster state
Generally
Quarter, e.g.
Land in la mer

■

3. What is the highest score in darts?

4. Name one ot the two tiles with the highest
Scrabble.

5. What are the seven deadly sins?

Chili for a Crowd

Perform Better.

Ingredients:
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 onions, chopped
2 bell peppers, cut into 1/2-inch pieces
4 cloves garlic, chopped
2 pounds ground beef
1 6-ounce can tomato paste
1/4 cup chili powder
2 teaspoons ground cumin
2 12-ounce bottles lager beer
2 19-ounce cans kidney beans
1 28-ounce can diced tomatoes
Kosher salt and black pepper
Corn bread'
Toppings (such as sour cream, radishes, scallions,
avocados, jalapenos, cilantro, cheddar
cheese or toasted pumpkin seeds)
1.
2.

3.
4

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation

Directions:
Heat the oil in a large pot over medium-high heat. Add
the'onions, bell peppers and garlic and cook, stirring
occasionally, until soft, six to eight minutes.
Add the beef and cook, breaking it up with a spoon, until
no longer pink, five to seven minutes. Add the tomato
paste, chili powder and cumin and cook, stirring, for two
minutes.
Add the beer, beans, tomatoes and their juices, 2-1/2
teaspoons salt and 1 /2 teaspoon pepper.
Simmer over medium heat, stirring occasionally, until
thick, 20 to 25 minutes. Serve with the corn bread and
toppings as desired.

NEW LOCATION OPENING IN
FEBRUARY ON HWY. 93
next to Gold's Gym!!
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Muscle or joint pain slowing your
performance? Running not quite up to par?
We specialize in running and sports
performance enhancement, as well as
treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains & Joint Sprains
• Running Analysis
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
Hip Pain/Instability
• Custom Foot Orthotics to Address Foot &
Arch Impairments
• Hand Therapy & Custom Splinting)
Aquatic Therapy

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Director of Physical Therapy
Hwy. 93 Location
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F UJI JAPANESE RIVESTAURANT

W

hen the topic of
Japanese food
comes up, you
usually
have
some
strong
Osaka followers, while others tend to
stay with the Atami camp. But a new
name has been thrown into the ring
with the opening of Fuji Japanese
Restaurant.
My friends and I immediately
noticed upon walking in how bright
and clean the restaurant was. The host
and waiter were both very friendly
and polite without being imposing,
which helped add something special to
the overall experience. The one thing
that really stuck out was the overall
quietness of the restaurant. It was
extremely silent, and when you spoke
it seemed to almost echo. They had
two televisions playing, but they were
on a news station, so I think they need
to work on the sound aspect of the
atmosphere.
As for the food, I was really pleased
to see lo mein on the menu, which
definitely set this restaurant apart from
the other Japanese restaurants in the

area. My friends both got the regular
combinations with rice and sweet
carrots, and both agreed that while they
were good, they were not extremely
unique in flavor or quality compared
to other restaurants. One of my friends
tried the clear soup, which she found
particularly tasty and full of mushrooms
and green onions.
I decided to be different and tried
the noodle combination with hibachi
steak. The noodles were well-seasoned,
but the dish was a little heavy on the
vegetables for my personal taste. I was
impressed by how tender the steak was.
All the food came out steaming hot and
in an extremely short time, which made
the dining experience more enjoyable.
In the end, I think Fuji is a good
place to try if you want a change of pace
from your usual haunts in Clemson.
Fuji definitely has some fine-tuning
to do along the way in order to polish
the restaurant's atmosphere and make
the food more unique and competitive.
However, I recommend giving it a try
and seeing if you think Fuji is worthy
of being added to the dining options in
Clemson for good.

Road Trip Songs
"Furr" - Blitzen Trapper
A slow, coming-of-age anthem suitable for
any trip. Blitzen Trapper does a beautiful
job of presenting the bizarre no-man's land
between childhood and adulthood and
representing the almost-religious attempt to
break away from the "pack" and seek truth.
This song is a must-listen-to track for driving
through the mountains.
"3x5" - John Mayer
A classic Mayer song from "Room For
Squares." The imagery forces you to take in
all the beauty around you and remember to
stop for a second to truly observe life. Simply
put, "you should have seen that sunrise with
your own eyes."
"Everyday" - Dave Matthews Band
"Everyday" is a simple song with a simple
message. Who can disagree with the
statement that "all you need is love"
(whether it comes from DMB or The Beatles)?
"No Sunlight" - Death Cab for Cutie
Okay, so this song is a bit deceptive. Sure,
the lyrics aren't the happiest, but the upbeat
sound makes it nearly impossible to be sad
while listening to this Death Cab tune. It's
refreshing and serves as a reminder that
we're capable of happiness even during
difficult times. It's definitely a song for the
traveler who's looking for an escape route.
"Daylight" - Matt and Kim
This is quite possibly the most fun song I've
ever heard. It's hard to be down with this
instant-upper tune blasting through your
car's stereo. This is a song to be experienced,
so don't be afraid to turn it all the way up
roll down your windows and sing (or scream)
along!

niA/der New Mai/tagei^eiA,t!
Welcome home to The Woodlands
of Clemson!
2, 3, and 4 bedroom condos available
Pet-friendly condos available
Three pools (Largest in Clemson!)
Basketball and volleyball courts
On the CAT bus route

Furnished condos available
Fitness center
Billiards room
24 - Seat movie theater

stcreen yys as a way of saying ttisnk you
making 77ie WismlMiM your home!
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ww. woodlandsmanagement. com
Leasing: 864.654.3004
We invite you to come in
for a tour today!
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soci al platforms, but many of them lack
purpose," said Brooks, who
serves as the Chief Technology Officer
for LifeKraze. "With LifeKrajze, we give
you a place to post your accomplishments
andbe rewarded from your friends. Then
you take your points and redeem them
the
frorji the brands
vision as us.
Brooks is inspired to stay active by
his father who, at the age of 54, still
conjipetes in road paces. B|rooks also
draws upon j his own experience playing
soccer for CJemson ifi his understanding
of tjhe importance of encouragement
It was always a goal of rrtine to play
soccer in the best division in the nation,
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two semesters of schbol left, 'jrhat yea- I
spent learning as mu,ch as I could about
the movement of technology ;nd the a?p
woijld that we live in,
JAfter Clemson, Brooks stayed true
his philosophy of living life like it counts
by heading j to Euro pe for a
ith of
effort
to
"get
avyay"
before
travel
embarking on the ne:ct phase if his lift:
Howeverj, Brooks! kept djeaming of
day working as a company's Chief
Technology Officer.
I turned that dream into a real: ty
vhtn I retulrned to the States. A goad
friehd of mine from Clemson, Michelle
Warren, wh£ now is our Administrative
Assistant, introduced me to my D|VO
partners, David Nielson and Ben Wagn;r,
wh were on the sa : path of starting
something of their own," B >oks said.

nt with
launched
f its site
He hopes that students from Clemson
participate in I „ifeKraze's ongoing
living fully, encouragiig
o
and receiving reward; for th:ir
ad ventures.
mson students
T want
h
have a chance to be at the forefront of
this ventureP Cl son gave me a great
opportunity five years ago, and I wa nt
to involve my unh ersity a$ much
possible.
Clemson was th : best experience of
my life, and having the univerjsity be pirt
of Li feKrazd would { ut the icing on tfc
cake As the Chief Technology Officer), I
stride to be the best ( can each and eve)ry
day and I'v poured my heart and sOul
into LifeKr ic We hope it shows and
giv<s people a new way to live like it
counts," Brqokts said.

CLEMSON'S PREMIERE WATERFRONT
STUDENT COMMUNITY

A PRIVATE LAKEFRONT
STUDENT COMMUNITY

• 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Condos
• Ample Parking
• Volleyball Court

• Private Bathrooms

• Basketball Court

• WasherS Dryer In
each unit

• Pool & Fitness Center

• High Speed Internet
Available

•Barbeqne Picnic Area

• Computer Lab

•Gas Grills

OTHER FEATURED PROPER?IBS
•
•
•
•

Tillman Place
Oak Crest
Cedarwoods
Lakecrest

•
•
•
•

Campus West
Fort Hill Commons
Village Green
Heritage Place

•
•
•
•

www.APMClemson.com

864.654.3333

Daniel Square
South Ridge
University Place
College Heights

• Walk-in Closets
• Stainless Steel Appliances

• Fitness Center

• Granite Conntcrtops
• Highspeed Internet
Available
• Washer & Dryer

• Private Shuttle to Campus
• Manned & Gated
Entrance

• lagoon Style Pool
• lam lj^oon River
• Study Ana & Game Room

•4 Minutes Irom Ckmson's
Campus

• Sand Volleyball Court

• 7-acre Green Space

• Pel-Friendly

«■» many more popular locations
• Houses, Tollhouses
& Apartments
• 1,2, ,U 4 Bedroom
• Furnished & Unfurnished

• Pas allowed in select
properties
Many Locations within

iDlNTAGE PROPERT
■MANAGEMENT
391 College Ave., Suite 202. Clemson. SC 29631
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Visit by February 2 and enter to win

" Visit and take a short property tour any time during business hours through February 2,2011 to enter. No purchase necessary. New prospective student residents
only; current Clemson University ID required. Limit one entry per visitor. $4,188 value, non-transferable but may be shared with roommates. Visit for full contest rules'.-

